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Hamas Attack on Israel Aims to Capitalize on Palestinian Frustration 
By Dov Lieber and Felicia Schwartz   wsj.com   May 12, 2021 
It is not that the police caused the uptick in violence, 
but they certainly ran headfirst, full-speed, guns 
blazing into the trap that was set for them. 

When the secretive military chief of the Palestinian 
Islamist movement Hamas emerged from the shadows last 
week, he chose to weigh in on a land dispute in East 
Jerusalem, threatening to retaliate against Israel if 
Palestinian residents there were evicted from their homes. 

“If the aggression against our people…doesn’t stop 
immediately,” warned the commander, Mohammad Deif, 
“the enemy will pay an expensive price.” 

Hamas followed through on the threat, firing from the 
Gaza Strip, which it governs, over a thousand rockets at 
Israel since Monday evening. The barrage and the Israeli 
counterstrikes targeting Hamas positions in Gaza have set 
the two sides on a course for another conflict and 
escalated tensions across Israel and the Palestinian 
territories. 

Hamas’s show of force is one way the militant group is 
trying to win over young and frustrated Palestinians like 
those who have led the protests over the evictions, but 
have been losing faith in their aging leaders and 
relinquishing hopes for an independent Palestinian state. 

 “I think Hamas right now is promoting a very 
calculated and very planned crisis,” said Michael Milstein, 
head of the Palestinian Studies Forum at the Moshe Dayan 
Center of Tel Aviv University. 

Israel and Hamas have fought three wars since the 
militant group seized control of the Gaza Strip in 2007. 
The two sides have seen several escalations since spring 
2018 that have almost developed into full-blown conflict. 
The latest is the most serious since the two fought a 
summerlong war in 2014. 

The Islamist group, along with the Iranian-backed 
Palestinian Islamic Jihad, have fired a few barrages of over 
a hundred rockets right at Israel’s commercial heart, Tel 
Aviv. 

Israel is also facing an internal conflict, as pro-
Palestinian Arab residents clashed with their Jewish 
neighbors in mixed towns, prompting the government to 
bring in border police troops to quell riots. 

The continuing protests over the evictions have 
centered on a court ruling that would see four Palestinian 
families removed from their homes in the East Jerusalem 
neighborhood of Sheikh Jarrah and put in their place right-
wing Jewish tenants, who Israeli courts decided were the 
rightful owners. The final appeal in the case is now in the 
hands of Israel’s Supreme Court. 

Hamas issued an ultimatum to Israel to remove its 

forces by Monday evening from Sheikh Jarrah. The 
forces were there as part of security measures surrounding 
the nightly protests. 

As the deadline passed, the group sent the barrage of 
rockets toward Jerusalem, precipitating the Israeli 
response. 

Israeli strikes and Hamas rocket fire have killed 56 
Palestinians, including 14 children, and seven Israelis, 
including one child, according to Palestinian and Israeli 
officials. Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said Israel 
has killed dozens of Hamas and Palestinian Islamic Jihad 
operatives. 

Although the Palestinian youth have lacked a single 
goal, many express broad discontent with the status quo. 
Whether it is high crime and unemployment among Arab-
Israelis or the tribulations of living under Israel’s military 
occupation in the West Bank, few see good options for 
their future. Many share collective grievances through 
social media. 

“There’s been colonial fragmentation completed to 
make the Palestinians forget that they’re a people, and this 
new wave of internet use has allowed us to reconnect,” 
said Mohammed El-Kurd, a 22-year-old poetry student 
who belongs to one of the families threatened with 
eviction in Sheikh Jarrah. “We are sick of living under 
occupation and under siege.” 

On-and-off peace talks have diminished prospects that 
the Palestinians might establish a nation separate from 
Israel, known as the two-state solution. Palestinian leaders 
in Gaza and the West Bank rejected a Trump 
administration peace plan that left many parts of the 
Palestinian territories surrounded by Jewish settlements. 

The views of Palestinian youth on two states is 
shifting, too. Many young Palestinians are looking for a 
new way forward, such as a single democratic state for 
Israelis and Palestinians, according to opinion surveys. 

The most recent poll from the Palestinian Center for 
Policy and Survey Research released in March found that 
57% of Palestinians now oppose a two-state solution, 
compared with 40% who still support it. The poll said 55% 
believe such a solution isn’t realistic, given the expansion 
of Israeli settlements. 

The 85-year-old Palestinian Authority President 
Mahmoud Abbas —one of the architects of the two-state 
solution—is now in his 16th year of what was meant to be 
a four-year term. He canceled elections that were slated for 
later this month, pointing a finger at Israeli refusal to allow 
Palestinians in East Jerusalem to vote. Israel hasn’t 
commented on the issue. 
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“Hamas is thinking about the day after Abu Mazen,” 
said the Palestinian affairs analyst Mr. Milstein, using a 
nickname for Mr. Abbas. “It may be very close.” 

For now, Washington and Israel’s new allies in the 
Middle East are sticking with the longtime framework for 
peace talks. 

Rather than back away from a two-state solution, the 
Biden administration is looking for ways to inch back 
toward one, including restoring funds cut under the 
Trump administration and addressing the steep economic 
disparity between Israel and the Palestinian territories. 

The U.S. has restored $75 million in assistance that 
will be deployed in the coming months, officials said. The 
Biden administration is also looking to reopen the U.S. 
Consulate in Jerusalem, its de facto embassy to the 
Palestinians, but that reopening is expected to be months 
away. 

President Biden instructed his team last week to 
engage with Israeli and Palestinian officials to de-escalate 
the situation, White House press secretary Jen Psaki said 
Tuesday. The White House condemned Hamas’s rocket 
attacks against Israel as well as extremism in Jerusalem that  

harms coexistence there, she added. 
Bahrain and the United Arab Emirates, which 

normalized relations with Israel last year, released 
statements in recent days slamming Israel for the clashes 
that occurred in Jerusalem, and called for Israel to prevent 
the evictions in Sheikh Jarrah. 

Anwar Gargash, a power broker in the U.A.E. who 
recently stepped down as foreign minister, wrote in a tweet 
Tuesday that his country is hewing to the international 
consensus of ending Israel’s occupation with a two-state 
solution and East Jerusalem as the capital of a Palestinian 
state. He also pointed a finger at unnamed regional Arab 
actors “exploiting the suffering of the Palestinian people,” 
at least partially shifting blame from Israel but without 
specifying the other culprits. 

The rulers in Gaza have been upfront about jumping 
into the fray in Jerusalem and firing rockets at Israel, with 
Hamas officials portraying the group as a steadfast 
defender of the Palestinian people. 

“The equation of linking Gaza to Jerusalem is fixed 
and will not change,” Hamas political chief Ismail Haniyeh 
said Tuesday. “When Jerusalem called, Gaza answered.”  

 
Stopping the cycle: Only negotiations can bring lasting peace to Israel and Palestine 
By The Economist     economist.com   May 12, 2021 
Managing the conflict is no solution. 

It was a confrontation waiting to happen, in a conflict 
the world would rather ignore. Israelis and Palestinians 
have goaded each other to the brink of war again. Rockets 
and missiles light up the sky over the Holy Land. 
Hundreds of them, fired by Palestinian militants, have 
been aimed at Jerusalem, Tel Aviv and southern Israel. 
Gaza, the Palestinian territory run by Hamas, a violent 
Islamist movement, has been hit even harder by Israeli air 
strikes. Dozens of people, most of them Palestinian, have 
been killed in the worst fighting in years. 

This crisis, like so many between Israelis and 
Palestinians, has Jerusalem at its heart. In April, at the start 
of the Muslim holy month of Ramadan, Israel’s police 
chief fenced off the plaza around the Damascus Gate, one 
of the ancient entrances to Jerusalem’s old walled city and 
a popular gathering spot for Palestinians. The move, made 
for “security reasons”, led to clashes between Palestinians 
and Israeli police. Hundreds were injured. Then the 
rockets started flying. 

The violence, as ever, is counterproductive. Turning 
Israeli cities “into hell”, as Hamas threatens, will not help 
the Palestinians who suffer grievously in Gaza—just the 
opposite, in fact. Every rocket that Hamas fires makes it 
easier for Israel to claim that it has “no partner for peace” 
and to intensify its siege of Gaza. But Israel, too, must 
reconsider its strategy. Its leaders view the broader conflict 
as something to be managed, not solved. Yet its unjust 
treatment of the Palestinians stores up trouble. Today’s 
crisis was predictable—even if the spark that ignited it was 
not. 

Jerusalem epitomises the problem. Israel claims the 

city as its “eternal and undivided capital”. But its 
inhabitants are irrevocably split. The eastern part of the 
city, although captured by Israel in 1967, remains largely 
Palestinian. The Oslo accords of 1993 left the city’s status 
to be settled in a permanent peace deal between Israel and 
the Palestinians. But Israel has built a wall separating 
Jerusalem from the Palestinian hinterland. It seeks to 
strengthen its claim to the whole city by ringing it with 
new Jewish homes and squeezing Palestinians out. Though 
they make up 38% of Jerusalem’s population, most local 
Palestinians are not citizens but mere “residents”, granted 
access to health care and social security, but not the same 
rights as Jews. 

This disparity of the law is at the heart of a case before 
Israel’s Supreme Court that is making the atmosphere 
more febrile. The court is reviewing a judgment to evict 
Palestinian families from the Sheikh Jarrah neighbourhood 
of East Jerusalem. Their homes sit on land that was owned 
by Jews before Jordan occupied the eastern part of 
Jerusalem in 1948. Israeli law allows the heirs of the 
original owners to reclaim property in East Jerusalem. Yet 
Palestinians cannot claim their former homes in West 
Jerusalem (or anywhere else in Israel). No wonder 
Palestinian residents of the city are always ready to protest. 

The injustices elsewhere are worse. Palestinians in the 
wider West Bank, like those in Jerusalem, have watched 
Israel confiscate land and build settlements on occupied 
territory, which is illegal under international law. But they 
must also deal with Israeli checkpoints and a permit regime 
that makes daily life painful. In Gaza more than 2m 
Palestinians have been cut off from the world by Israeli 
and Egyptian blockades since 2007, when Hamas grabbed 
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control. The territory struggles to keep the lights on; the 
tap water is filthy. Despair at such conditions led to 
spasms of violence in 2018 and 2019, and is feeding the 
current one. 

Yet Israeli politicians would rather ignore the conflict. 
The issue of the Palestinians did not feature prominently 
in any of the four elections Israel has recently held. Most 
Israelis had grown comfortable with the “anti-solutionism” 
of Binyamin Netanyahu, the prime minister, who shows 
little interest in pursuing a permanent settlement with the 
Palestinians. His domestic rivals are edging closer to a deal 
that would push him out of power. But, before the recent 
violence, they said little about how they would handle the 
conflict. 

Palestinian leaders have made it easy for Israel to give  
up on peace. Hamas is more interested in firing rockets  

than improving the lives of Gazans. Its rival, Fatah, has 
not done much better in the West Bank. The party’s 
leader, Mahmoud Abbas, is in the 17th year of a four-year 
term as Palestine’s president. He seems concerned mainly 
with preserving his own power. On April 29th, blaming 
Israel for restricting voting in East Jerusalem, he 
indefinitely postponed elections that Fatah was likely to 
lose. 

With little hope of a better future, a good number of 
young Palestinians favour confronting Israel. That makes 
repeated fits of deadly violence inevitable. Only 
negotiations will bring lasting peace. Western and regional 
powers should press for them to resume; Israeli and 
Palestinian leaders should come to the table. Solving the 
conflict will be even harder than managing it. But talking is 
the only permanent way out. 

 
The Jewish History of the Neighborhood at the Center of Recent Violence in Israel 
By Micha Danzig     jewishjournal.com   May 7, 2021 
Jews have lived in Sheikh Jarrah since 1875. 

This past week anti-Israel forces have been in 
overdrive over the Jerusalem District Court’s decision 
authorizing the eviction of certain Arab families from 
homes in the “Sheikh Jarrah” neighborhood of Jerusalem. 
These critics have aggressively railed against Israel on 
social media and even started a trending hashtag, 
“SaveSheikhJarrah,” all while claiming that what is 
happening in this Jerusalem neighborhood exemplifies the 
entire Arab-Israeli conflict. 

And they are right. The dispute over “Sheikh Jarrah” 
does illustrate many of the principal features of the entire 
Arab-Israeli conflict. 

But first, some history about this neighborhood is 
needed. “Sheik Jarrah” is an Arab neighborhood that was 
established in 1865. And before 1949, there was a separate 
Jewish neighborhood within it. For about 2000 years 
before that, this area was known by the name “Shimon 
HaTzadik” (Simon the Righteous), named after the famous 
rabbinical sage whose tomb is located there. 

For centuries, the Jewish presence in the area revolved 
around the tomb of Shimon HaTzadik, who was famously 
one of the last members of the Great Assembly 
(HaKnesset HaGedolah), the governing body of the 
Jewish people during the Second Jewish Commonwealth 
(after the Babylonian Exile). Shimon HaTzadik, whose full 
name is Shimon ben Yohanan,was so impactful that 
practically every Jewish kid going back 2000 years learned 
his most famous verse in Pirkei Avot (Sayings of the 
Fathers), which was incorporated millennia ago into the 
Jewish morning prayers: “[t]he world stands on three 
things: Torah, the service of G-d, and deeds of kindness.” 

Because of the tomb and its significance to the Jewish 
people, the Sephardic Community Committee and the 
Ashkenazi Assembly of Israel purchased the tomb and its 
surrounding land (about 4.5 acres) in 1875. Shortly 
thereafter, it, along with the neighborhood of Kfar 
Hashiloah in the Silwan area of Jerusalem, became home 

to many, mostly Yemenite, Jews who had migrated to 
Jerusalem (Zion) back in 1881. Notably, by 1844, Jews 
were the largest ethnic population in Jerusalem. 

Between 1936 and 1938, and then again in 1948, the 
British Empire assisted Arabs, incited by raw-Jew hatred, 
in ripping Jews from their homes  in Shimon HaTzadik 
(and in Kfar Hashiloah). The Yemeni Jewish community 
was also expelled from Silwan, for “their own safety,” by 
the British Office of Social Welfare. Essentially, the British 
preferred to force Jews out of their own homes rather than 
expend the resources to protect Jewish families and their 
property rights in Jerusalem. 

Then, in 1949, after TransJordan (now Jordan) 
invaded Israel as part of an express attempt by the entire 
Arab League to destroy Israel and “push the Jews into the 
sea,” TransJordan’s British-created and British-led Arab 
Legion captured Judea and Samaria, all of the Old City of 
Jerusalem and many of its surrounding neighborhoods, 
including the Shimon HaTzadik neighborhood. Then the 
Arab Legion either killed or ethnically cleansed every last 
Jew. Not one was allowed to remain. Not one. Even those 
whose families had lived in the region for centuries before 
the Arab invasion in the seventh century. 

After Israel gained control of all of Jerusalem from the 
Jordan during the Six Day War, Israel passed a law that 
allows Jews whose families had been forced out of their 
homes by the Jordanians or the British to regain control of 
their family homes if they could provide proof of 
ownership and the current residents could not provide 
proof of a valid purchase or transfer of title.  All of the 
homes that are the subject of these 2021 eviction 
proceedings, in addition to being on land purchased in 
1875 by the Jewish community, were owned by Jewish 
families that had purchased those homes, and had deeds 
registered first with the Ottoman Empire (which governed 
the region from 1517 to 1917) and then with the British 
authorities (who controlled the area from 1917 to 1948). 

These four houses, subject to the pending eviction 
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notice, have already been the subject of extensive litigation 
in District Court in Israel, with appeals going all the way 
up to Israel’s very liberal Supreme Court and with all 
parties receiving representation and due process. The 
Court determined that these homes must be returned to 
their legal owners this week and that another four homes 
shall be returned to their legal owners by the end of the 
summer. The court further determined that the people 
currently living in these homes had been illegally squatting 
in these homes for decades without paying rent or holding 
proof of ownership. 

This is how the current controversy and conflict 
surrounding the Shimon HaTzadik neighborhood is 
emblematic of the entire Arab-Israeli conflict: 

Shimon HaTzadik is an area that holds deep historical 
and religious significance to the Jewish people. It is a place 
where the Jewish people developed — as Ben Gurion said 
in Israel’s Declaration of Independence — their “spiritual, 
religious and political identity.” It is a place where the 
Jewish people “first achieved independence and created a 
culture of national and universal significance.” It is land 
that was part of the only independent state that has ever 
existed west of the Jordan River over the last 2000 years 
(that wasn’t part of some foreign colonizing empire). All of 
this, of course, also applies to every inch of the land of 
Israel. 

Shimon Hatzadik Is An Area That Holds Deep 
Historical And Religious Significance To The Jewish 
People. 

Shimon HaTzadik is also where Jewish organizations  

purchased land and built homes during the Ottoman 
Empire and British Empire’s control of the region. The 
Yemenite Jews who moved to the Shimon HaTzadik 
neighborhood in the 1880’s came with the dream of living 
in Zion and re-establishing the Jewish homeland. This 
applies to every Jewish community established in the land 
of Israel between 1870 and 1947. 

Shimon Hatzadik is a neighborhood where Jews and 
Arab could have lived side by side peacefully had Arabs — 
incited with anti-Semitic fervor by Nazi ally and 
collaborator Haj Amin al Husseini and then by five of the 
most powerful armies of the entire Arab League — not 
tried to ethnically cleanse all of the Jews living there. This 
also applies to every Jewish community established in the 
land of Israel before 1947. 

In Shimon HaTzadik, Jews are trying to move back 
into homes, which were purchased peacefully and legally 
by their ancestors on land that is part of the Jewish 
people’s indigenous, historical and religious homeland. 
They are trying to move back into homes on land that was 
conquered by a foreign Arab army and renamed to erase 
the historic Jewish connection and character of the area. 
This, too, applies to every inch of the land of Israel before 
1948. 

Shimon HaTzadik and Sheikh Jarrah: the Arab-Israeli 
conflict in a nutshell. 
Mr. Danzig served in the Israeli Army and is a former police officer 
with the NYPD. He is currently an attorney and is very active with 
numerous Jewish and pro-Israel organizations, including Stand With 
Us, T.E.A.M. and the FIDF. 

 
Hamas Takes Advantage of Unrest in Jerusalem to Attack Israel 
By Benny Avni      nysun.com   May 10, 2021  
The absurdity of calling on the Jewish state to avoid 
escalation. 

Let’s retire the phrase “fake news.” The right word for 
the statements from the Biden White House, the State 
Department, the Europeans and the United Nations, all of 
whom are calling for a de-escalation of the violence in 
Jerusalem, is counterfactual. The fact is that the sudden 
escalation in violence, centered in a real estate dispute in 
east Jerusalem, is dictated, mostly, by Hamas. 

The Gaza-based terror organization decides when to 
shoot and at what targets. It is in a fury because the 
Palestinian Authority decided to cancel a scheduled 
election that Hamas was predicted to win. Eventually 
Hamas will also decide to end the current round of 
hostilities and beg for a ceasefire. Israel will quickly abide. 
Meantime, Hamas has decided to turn its fire to Israel. 

The terrorist organization hitched a ride on a 
confluence of events, including the end of the holy month 
of Ramadan; Arab unrest over a real estate dispute at East 
Jerusalem; Israel’s annual celebration of Jerusalem Day; 
and riots at the al Aqsa mosque on the Temple Mount. On 
Monday, Hamas announced an ultimatum for Israel to end 
its activities on the Temple Mount by 6 p.m. local o’clock. 

When the deadline arrived, the al Aqsa area was 
actually fairly quiet. Yet Hamas launched a barrage of 
missiles from Gaza a few seconds after the 6pm deadline. 
Seven missiles were aimed at Jerusalem, far beyond the 
usual targeting range. One missile fell in Kiryat Anavim. At 
the same time, several rockets were launched at Sderot and 
other towns near the Gaza border that are all too familiar 
with such attacks. 

All this is unfolding amid one of the bitterest feuds in 
the history of parliamentary democracy — the scramble to 
try to form a new government. Despite this, Israeli 
politicians, almost to a man and woman, vowed to back 
the decisions to respond forcefully that are being made by 
the premier nearly everyone outside of Likud wants to 
replace, Benjamin Netanyahu, and his defense minister. 

At the center of the escalation is a dispute over a small 
number of buildings in East Jerusalem’s neighborhood of 
Sheikh Jarrah. It involves Israeli Jews who threatened to 
evict Arab residents for rent delinquencies. From the end 
of Israel’s war of independence in 1949 to the Israeli 
victory in the 1967 Six-Day-War, East Jerusalem and the 
West Bank were occupied by Jordan. 

The Jordanian authorities have cleansed Jews from 
their previous homes there. However, Arabs that moved in 
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never received deeds or any other proof of ownership to 
their new residences. The current dispute stems from 
demands of descendants of Jews who owned Sheikh Jarrah 
buildings before the Jordanians took over. They now say 
the Arab residents owe decades of rent. 

The Arabs claim that, as long term occupants, they 
now own the buildings. On Sunday the Supreme Court, 
announced, likely due to violence surrounding the issue, 
that it would defer any decision for 30 days. Yet the same 
day, according to a White House readout, National 
Security Adviser Jake Sullivan, had a phone call to his 
Israeli counterpart, Meir Ben Shabbat. 

In it, Mr. Sullivan “reiterated the United States’ serious 
concerns about potential evictions of Palestinian families 
from their homes in the Sheikh Jarrah neighborhood.” Mr. 
Sullivan in effect leaned on a member of the Israeli 
executive branch to interfere in a decision of the Supreme 
Court, which in democracies like Israel’s and America’s is 
independent as part of the separation of powers. 

Additionally, by declaring that the Arab side in the 
judicial dispute own “their homes,” Mr. Sullivan also 
announced that America sides with one side in the case. 
Enpassant, he in effect expressed no-confidence in the 
competence — or authority — of Israel’s Supreme Court 
to decide the matter. It’s worse than the blunder Mr. Biden 
made when, on a visit to Jerusalem as vice president, he 
blew up over a real estate issue. 

The readout of the phone call came a day after 
America joined Russia, the EU, and the UN, known as 
“the quartet,” in expressing “serious concern [over] the 
possible evictions of Palestinian families from homes they 
have lived in for generations in Sheikh Jarrah and Silwan 
neighborhoods in East Jerusalem, and voice opposition to 

unilateral actions, which will only escalate the already tense 
environment.” 

“The Quartet” was all the rage in the heyday of the 
Israeli-Palestinian peace process. Founded when President 
Clinton was trying to end the Arab-Israeli wars, the group 
has been all but defunct — and largely dormant as 
President Trump attempted to ignore endless Palestinian 
bickering and, instead, concentrate on peace treaties 
between Israel and Arab states, known as the Abraham 
Accords. 

Gathering the Quartet back together represents 
President Biden’s tendency to resolve disputes in concert 
with other world powers — all of which, particularly the 
Europeans and the UN, are hostile to the Jewish state. On 
Monday, the UN Security Council met for closed door 
consultations, called by the Arab council member, Tunisia. 
That gathering put America in an uncomfortable position 

The return to American attempts at mediation, which 
necessitates treating both Israel and the Palestinians as 
equal players, is far from the only cause for the current 
violence. Ramadan, religious sensitivities in Jerusalem, 
Jewish and Arab extremists — all these, exploited by 
Hamas, caused the escalation. And Hamas, an ally of Iran, 
knows exactly what it is doing. 

In addition to its Iranian sponsors, Hamas took its cue 
from Washington’s decision to return to past policies that 
put the Palestinians at, or near, the center of America’s 
Mideast policies. That is being coupled with Mr. Biden’s 
new emphasis on uniting the overrated “international 
community.” No wonder Hamas feels that the world is 
behind its demands.  
Visit suburbanorthodox.org for the current issue.

Hamas and Fatah Compete by Shedding Jewish Blood 
By Itamar Marcus and Maurice Hirsch  www.jns.org  April 29, 2021 
“I fired my shots, I threw my bomb, I detonated, 
detonated, detonated my belts . . .” 

There is nothing that boosts Palestinian leaders’ 
popularity like their leading terror campaigns against Israel. 
This is the reason why suddenly, after months of relative 
quiet, Jerusalem Arabs and Palestinians throughout Judea 
and Samaria started attacking Israeli citizens and soldiers, 
and Hamas launched more than 40 missiles into Israel last 
week. 

Here’s what happened. 
Forced by the United States and the European Union, 

Palestinian Authority leader Mahmoud Abbas (now in his 
16th year of a four-year term) announced in January that 
the P.A. will hold elections on May 23. Since the 
announcement, it became clear that Abbas’s Fatah was far 
behind in the polls and facing the loss of political power. 
To counter the trend, official P.A. TV suddenly raised its 
incitement to violence to levels we have not seen in more 
than a year. 

The intensified incitement started on “The Tune of 
the Homeland,” a quiz show broadcasting highly violent, 

pro-terror songs. To ensure maximum effect, the show 
was broadcast during the 4:00-5:00 p.m. time slot for 
children’s programming. 

From March 13 to March 17, “The Tune of the 
Homeland” repeatedly (at least 10 times) broadcast the 
song “My machine gun is in my hand,” the lyrics of which 
are the following: 

“My machine gun is in my hand, and I want to 
continue marching; 

“Our occupied land will not return for free; 
“I want to continue marching, I want to continue 

marching; 
“My machine gun and my bullets are the path to 

salvation.” 
As the tunes played, the P.A. TV narrator added, 

nonchalantly, “We play the most beautiful tunes. And in 
every tune—a bullet; and in every lyric—a rifle.” 

As the holy Muslim month of Ramadan approached, 
the P.A. TV’s machine guns were replaced with suicide 
belts. From April 2 to April 10, “The Tune of the 
Homeland” broadcast, on at least 20 occasions, a clip in 
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which Palestinians declared, “I fired my shots, I threw my 
bomb, I detonated, detonated, detonated my [explosive] 
belts … My brother, throw my blood on the enemy like 
bullets.” 

As the tunes played, the narrator interjected, “We will 
defend Palestine with our bodies. Our bullets will make 
sounds of joy to herald signs of victory in order to cut off 
the invading occupiers, who came from across the sea and 
settled in our lands.” 

Primed by this P.A. incitement, soon after Ramadan 
started, Palestinian youth and Jerusalem Arabs started 
indiscriminately attacking Jews and uploading the videos of 
the attacks to Tiktok, a social-media platform particularly 
popular with young people. 

Whether traveling on the Jerusalem light railway, 
walking dogs or entering Jerusalem’s old city via the 
Damascus gate, Jews everywhere became targets. 

As the violence erupted, Abbas’s Fatah took to social 
media to fuel the flames. 

“Death and not submission …  Millions of Martyrs are 
marching to Jerusalem; with spirit, with blood, we will 
redeem you Al-Aqsa Mosque … A blessing for the 
Molotov cocktail … Warm blessings to the stone … O 
Martyr, we swear, we will not withdraw from the Al-Aqsa 
Mosque,” declared the official Fatah Facebook page on 
April 24. 

“Millions of Martyrs are marching to Jerusalem” 
echoed Fatah Deputy Chairman Mahmoud Al-Aloul, on 
his Facebook page. 

Each call to violence was intensified with images of 
the violence. 

The P.A. prime minister hailed the “scenes of heroism 
emerging from the streets and alleys of the city of 
Jerusalem.” 

Not wanting to be upstaged by the new anti-Israel 
“uprising” coming from Abbas’s Fatah, Hamas realized 
that it had to compete with Abbas or lose political points. 
And so, one night without warning, Hamas competed with 
Fatah in the manner that it knows has the most influence, 
and launched more than 40 missiles at southern Israel in 
“defense of Jerusalem.” 

Abbas’s P.A. was furious that Hamas’s terrorism was 
sharing center stage with its own terror in Jerusalem. The 
P.A. daily Al-Hayat Al-Jadida countered, declaring that 
“Jerusalem’s protectors and guardians have well 
understood that the elections in Jerusalem are a battle of 
national sovereignty.” 

It further warned Hamas that its rocket fire will give 
the “occupation”—Israel—the opportunity to “divert the 
compass from Jerusalem.” 

“This is the call of Jerusalem now, because the 
confrontation is here, and the struggle is here,” continued 
the official P.A. daily. The struggle is being waged through 
“the popular resistance,” a term used by Palestinians that 
also refers to the use of violence and terror. No one, 
continued the P.A. daily referring to Hamas, “can allow 
the occupation to divert the compass.” 

With both Fatah and Hamas fighting against Israel in 
parallel, Abbas realized that the political gain he hoped to 
achieve had been neutralized. He also realized that after 
years of abusing his own people, directing a few weeks of 
violence in Jerusalem is not enough to change his political 
image or that of Fatah as a corrupt failure. So, he has 
apparently decided to do what any other dictator would do 
when faced with an electoral defeat: reports are that he is 
about to announce the cancellation of the elections 
altogether. 

Carl von Clausewitz, the 18th-century military theorist, 
famously quipped, “War is the continuation of politics by 
other means.” 

For Abbas, Fatah and Hamas, violence directed at 
Israel “in defense of Jerusalem” is just another one of the 
methods of playing internal Palestinian politics and 
campaigning before elections. While Hamas fires rockets, 
Abbas, the P.A. and Fatah prefer the more subtle 
approach of inciting and recruiting Palestinian youth, and 
sending them out to attack Israelis, as part of the P.A.’s 
child-terrorist army. 
Mr. Marcus, founder and director of Palestinian Media Watch, is 
one of the foremost authorities on Palestinian ideology and policy. Lt. 
Col. (res.) Hirsch, Adv. is the Head of Legal Strategies for 
Palestinian Media Watch.  

 
Netanyahu Lost His Chance to Form a Government Because His Voters Are Losing Faith in Him 
By Haviv Rettig Gur     timesofisrael.com  May 5, 2021  
Policy successes and declining turnout. 

At 10 minutes before midnight on Tuesday night, 
Benjamin Netanyahu informed President Reuven Rivlin 
yet again that he had failed to form a government. 

It’s hard to exaggerate how painful the failure is for 
Israel’s longest-serving prime minister and what it means 
for his legacy. 

Over the past two years, beginning with the failure 
after the April 2019 race, Netanyahu has turned to 
increasingly desperate and unorthodox measures to attain 
the victory that keeps eluding him. 

Throughout the first three races, his campaign turned 
increasingly negative. Hidden cameras were deployed at 

Arab voting stations, apparently intended (according to the 
political campaign firm that distributed them) to intimidate 
Arab Israelis and suppress turnout. The centerpiece of 
Netanyahu’s campaign was the claim that his rival Benny 
Gantz was mentally ill, that his phone had been 
compromised by Iranian intelligence, and that he was  
vulnerable to extortion over purported evidence on that 
phone of his infidelity to his wife. 

When by the March 2020 race even those methods 
had failed to deliver Netanyahu his win, he pivoted 
breezily, with Likud campaign staff explaining in 
annoyance to reporters, as though to children, that all that 
had come before was just the unavoidable cut and thrust 
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of politics. As Netanyahu’s campaign manager Ofer Golan 
once put it, “First you win the campaign, then you do 
damage control.” 

So it was that in March 2020, mentally ill, extortion-
prone and unfaithful Gantz suddenly became worthy of 
the prime minister’s seat. Netanyahu agreed to a rotation 
that made Gantz the “alternate prime minister” and, come 
November 2021, the actual prime minister. Netanyahu 
vowed to fulfill his commitments to the letter, even 
amending Israel’s Basic Laws to offer Gantz legal leverage 
and convince him of his new partner’s sincerity. 

Then, surprising no one – literally no one, not Likud 
ministers, not even, as he said when signing on to the unity 
government, Gantz himself – Netanyahu reneged on the 
rotation promise. His only legal means for avoiding the 
transfer of power was to force new elections by having the 
government fail for the first time in Israel’s history to pass 
a state budget for an entire fiscal year. So that’s what he 
did. 

What began as an increasingly shrill negative campaign 
had thus transformed by mid-2020 into a serious 
governance problem. 

That was the Netanyahu who entered the March 2021 
race: a political survivor, a gifted leader, and a ruthlessly 
dishonest campaigner who had broken every norm in his 
pursuit of a victory that continued to elude him. 

His failure in the March race, finalized on Tuesday, is 
in many ways the most painful, if only because it came in 
the immediate aftermath of some of his most spectacular 
successes as prime minister, including four peace 
agreements with the Arab world and a trailblazing 
vaccination campaign. It came, too, despite a steep drop in 
Arab turnout and last year’s shattering of the center-left 
Blue and White coalition. 

No matter the successes Netanyahu delivered, no 
matter how badly his challengers splintered and stumbled, 
the electoral math remained the same. 

How is that possible? 
The right blinks first 
Likud leaders have spent a good part of the most 

recent campaign decrying the “anyone but Bibi” camp for 
“disqualifying” Netanyahu as a coalition partner. That 
“obsessive hatred,” they complained, was the ultimate 
cause of the political deadlock. 

But a closer look at March’s turnout figures reveals a 
different reason for Netanyahu’s failure, a reason Likud 
may be hard-pressed to overcome. 

Arab turnout dropped an astonishing 20 points 
between March 2020 and March 2021. The decline was 
probably driven mainly by the fragmenting of the Arab 
Joint List (Arab Israeli turnout generally rises with political 
unity and declines when parties run separately), but also 
quite possibly by Likud’s pivot in the latest election from 
an anti-Arab campaign to a pro-Arab one. 

So how did all the elements noted above — the 
fracturing of the center-left after Gantz joined the unity 
government, the world-leading vaccination drive, four 

peace treaties and a sharp decline in Arab turnout – fail to 
move the needle in Netanyahu’s favor? 

The answer is simple: Likud shed huge numbers of 
voters, dropping from over 1,352,000 votes in March 2020 
to just 1,067,000 a year later, a 21 percent decline. 
Netanyahu’s most reliable allies, the ultra-Orthodox parties 
Shas and United Torah Judaism, also declined, shedding 
over 10% of their voters. 

An Israel Democracy Institute analysis of the turnout 
data brings Likud’s problem into sharp relief. Put simply, 
Likud voters stayed home. 

Thus, in the hardscrabble “development towns” that 
are traditional Likud strongholds, overall turnout dropped 
4.9 points. The decline was heavily concentrated among 
Likud voters; Likud’s share of the vote dropped 7 points. 

Turnout dropped 4.2 points in Jerusalem, with its 
largely Haredi and right-leaning electorate. In so-called 
“Likud cities” where the party is dominant – Ashdod, 
Ashkelon, Beersheba, Hadera, Holon and Netanya – 
turnout fell 4 points. 

And in settlements (excluding the two major Haredi 
cities of Beitar Illit and Modiin Illit), it dropped 2.5 points. 

Compare that to turnout in center-left and secular 
areas, which also saw a decline, but a much smaller one: 
just 1.7 points in Tel Aviv, 1.3 in high-income and left-
leaning cities in the country’s center (Hod Hasharon, 
Modiin, Kfar Saba, Ramat Gan, Ra’anana and Givatayim), 
and just 0.2 points in kibbutzim. 

If the run of repeat elections is to be decided by 
exhaustion, it’s hard to escape the conclusion that 
Netanyahu’s side blinked first. 

Still in the running 
“The report of my death was an exaggeration,” Mark 

Twain once quipped to an inquiring journalist. 
So too with Netanyahu. There is a chance – slim, 

complex, but very much still there – that he’ll be able to 
pull back from the brink of political oblivion. 

His opponents, after all, are no better positioned to 
form a coalition than he was. If Lapid and Bennett manage 
to cobble together their broad-based unity coalition, 
Netanyahu will have almost limitless chances to try to 
destabilize it from the opposition. In a coalition stretching 
from deep-right Yamina to progressive Meretz, there’s 
hardly a policy issue that won’t spark internal opposition 
from one party or another. 

If Lapid and Bennett fail to build that coalition, 
Netanyahu will have another chance by default. Under law, 
the Knesset as an institution will be granted 21 more days 
to try to form a government before it must dissolve and 
call snap elections. Netanyahu will presumably be spending 
that time wheeling and dealing with the ferocity of a 
cornered tiger. 

And if that also fails, Netanyahu will still be the 
interim premier heading into the next election. 

Netanyahu failed yet again, but he’s not out of the 
running just yet. 

Yet, in a more fundamental sense, Tuesday marked 
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more than just another setback. The glass ceiling he 
encountered in previous races has revealed itself to be 
impervious even to his most ruthless campaigning and 
most astonishing successes. 

And the ceiling is sinking. 
Netanyahu failed to win the first three elections 

because he faced a unified center-left and a mobilized Arab 
electorate. He failed to win the fourth one because his own 
voters no longer felt a need to turn out for him. 

Netanyahu survived the past two years of political 
deadlock through the simple expedient of forcing a new 
election each time an opponent appeared set to take the 
premiership away from him. 

On March 23, even that failsafe began to fail. 
A fifth election may settle things, yes. Or failing that, a 

sixth or a seventh. 
Netanyahu can no longer be sure it will settle things in 

his favor. 
 
Yair Lapid and Naftali Bennett Are Trying to Cobble Together a Coalition Unlike Any in Israel’s History 
By Haviv Rettig Gur     timesofisrael.com   May 9 2021
From Meretz on the left to Yamina on the right. 

On Wednesday, Yair Lapid, leader of the centrist Yesh 
Atid party, received the mandate from the president 
granting him 28 days to try to form a government. 

By Thursday, Lapid had met with Yamina leader 
Naftali Bennett, the potential next prime minister in a 
rotation pact between them. On Friday afternoon, the two 
men met with the leaders of New Hope, Labor, Meretz 
and Yisrael Beytenu. 

And on Sunday Lapid and Bennett were meeting with 
the most sensitive potential coalition partner: Mansour 
Abbas, head of the Islamist Ra’am party. 

Things are moving with breakneck speed, a fact that 
has made some Yamina and Yesh Atid officials upbeat 
about the new government’s prospects. 

Yet, ironically, that speed is a function not of ease, but 
of desperation. 

“What we don’t get done fast, won’t get done at all,” 
goes the refrain since Wednesday from those in the know. 

A problem of numbers 
A Lapid-Bennett government would straddle fault 

lines no government has ever before had to manage in 
quite the same way. 

The proposed coalition has the same problem that 
Likud leader Benjamin Netanyahu has encountered four 
times now in his fight across four elections to piece 
together a rightist coalition. Namely, without a dramatic 
leap of one party or another across the divide or, 
alternatively, the unprecedented support of Arab non-
Zionist (or in some cases actively anti-Zionist) parties, the 
numbers just aren’t there. 

Yesh Atid, Blue and White, Yamina, Labor, Yisrael 
Beytenu, New Hope and Meretz have 58 seats between 
them, three short of the narrowest of Knesset majorities. 
That’s before Yamina’s Amichai Chikli declared last week 
he wouldn’t support such a coalition. 

Remove Chikli and add the four-seat Ra’am to the mix 
and you reach precisely 61, with not a vote to spare. 

It’s a terribly difficult puzzle to piece together. Each 
new part Lapid or Bennett might try to add seems to 
compromise another. 

Some in New Hope and Yamina are working hard to 
bring Haredi parties on board in a bid to stabilize the 
government and, no less important for Bennett and New 
Hope’s Gideon Sa’ar, strengthen its conservative wing. 

But Haredi support (Shas’s nine seats and/or United 

Torah Judaism’s seven) would almost certainly mean the 
loss of Yisrael Beytenu’s seven and likely also progressive 
Meretz’s six. 

The Arab Joint List quietly suggested to Lapid last 
week to drop right-wing Bennett (six seats without Chikli) 
and toss out the rotation idea in exchange for the support 
of their six seats. But without Bennett, Lapid loses Sa’ar’s 
six seats as well. 

And therein lies the rub. It’s not at all clear that what 
Bennett and Lapid are trying to do is actually possible. 
Nothing quite like it has ever been done in Israeli politics. 

In a Facebook post on Friday responding to a growing 
campaign of angry criticism from the right, Bennett 
acknowledged the delicacy of what he is trying to do. 

“It’s an experiment,” he wrote, adding, “I don’t know 
if it’s possible…. The atmosphere is positive, but the gaps 
aren’t easy to bridge.” 

Netanyahu will have his say 
Of course, Netanyahu is not neutralized by Lapid 

receiving the mandate. Protesters have rallied outside the 
homes of Yamina MKs. Netanyahu, Religious Zionist 
leader Betzalel Smotrich and MKs from across the right 
are mounting an intense campaign in every media outlet 
and social network they can access with one simple 
message: Bennett is betraying the right and betraying his 
voters. 

It’s a campaign intended to frighten Yamina and its 
MKs into pulling back from the unity government. 

For the moment, it seems to have had the opposite 
effect: reminding Bennett and his colleagues what awaits 
them on the campaign trail should the new government 
fail to materialize. 

Or as Bennett put it delicately on Friday, “I’m willing 
to go far and pay a personal political price with my ‘base’ 
— as long as it ends with a government.” 

It’s why he’s asking for relatively little from that 
government — at least where policy is concerned; in terms 
of positions, he’s asking for no less than the premiership. 
“[That government’s] organizing principle will be simple,” 
Bennett wrote on Friday, “goodwill and the understanding 
that not all issues that have divided left and right for over 
70 years have to be resolved right now.” 

Yet the right-wing drumbeat about Bennett’s 
“treason” continues, and for sound tactical reasons. 

If Lapid fails to form a coalition in the next 24 days, 
Netanyahu may have a second chance. For the 21 days that 
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follow Lapid’s failure, the Knesset as a whole will have the 
mandate. Any MK who manages to obtain 61 votes can 
then form a coalition. 

If no one manages to do so, the Knesset must by law 
dissolve to new elections. 

Netanyahu is betting that there, at the precipice, 
desperate New Hope and Yamina lawmakers, watching 
their political careers dangling by a thread, may jump ship 
to him. Two or three would be enough. 

That’s why Bennett and Lapid believe they must work 
fast. Netanyahu is skilled at mobilizing the base against 
wayward right-wingers. There will come a point, sooner 
rather than later, where the personal political interests of 
several Yamina and New Hope MKs diverge from those 
of their party leaders — and all concerned are watching 
Netanyahu gear up to take full advantage of that moment. 

Reports from sources close to Netanyahu say his 
political team is already hard at work on the problem, 
having “mapped out” so-called “paths of influence” to 
MKs deemed turnable at that last-minute stage of the 
game. Those “maps” are lists of rabbis, family members, 
business associates and so on, anyone who might be 
convinced to speak to the MKs, anyone who can turn the 

political pressure into closer-to-home social pressure on 
the MKs to save the country from a fifth election or a 
possible left-wing government. 

Such a last-minute Netanyahu government would not 
mark a sudden victory or fundamental change of rules 
from the baseline deadlock that has afflicted Israeli politics 
for over two years now. It would be a narrow and 
exceedingly unmanageable coalition of at least six parties, 
possibly seven (depending in this scenario on how New 
Hope fragments, whether Ra’am is in, whether Religious 
Zionism supports the government in whole or only in part, 
etc.). 

But it wouldn’t have to last long from Netanyahu’s 
perspective. 

The very act of swearing it in carries one 
overwhelming advantage for him: it cancels the rotation 
agreement he signed as part of last spring’s coalition 
accord with Benny Gantz, under which the Blue and 
White leader would become prime minister in November. 
The new government wouldn’t need to govern, only to 
clear that rotation deal from the calendar, removing the 
sword of Damocles that hangs from Likud’s vantage point 
over the prospect of a fifth election. 

 
Israeli equestrienne hopes to make Olympic history, with unmistakable flair 
By Debra Nussbaum Cohen    forward.com   May 7, 2021 
Danielle Goldstein Waldman attracts attention 
wherever she goes, even when she isn’t riding the 
horse on which she hopes to compete in the 2020 
Olympics, which will be held in Tokyo this summer. The 
thousands of colored feathers the championship-winning 
show jumper wears woven into her hair have earned her 
the social media hashtag #FlyingFeathers for the way they 
flow behind her when she’s riding. 

While Israel’s equestrian team has not yet announced 
the four athletes who will represent it in Tokyo, barring 
injury, Waldman – known as Dani – is certain to be on it, 
sources say. It will be the champion rider’s first Olympics 
and the first Olympics in which Israel has qualified to 
compete in equestrian events. Which it did partly thanks to 
Waldman’s performance in the qualifiers. 

Born and raised on Manhattan’s Upper East Side by 
parents who were world-ranked squash champions, 
Waldman now lives in Putten, the Netherlands, about an 
hour southeast of Amsterdam with her husband, Alan 
Waldman. They own Waldman Horses, on which they 
keep 600 equines, breeding about 100 each year, said 
Waldman in a video interview from her plant-filled home. 
“I found the only other American Jew in Holland doing 
horses to marry,” she quipped. 

She was 8 years old when she first got on a horse, 
invited by a friend she was visiting on Long Island to take 
a riding lesson with her. She began competing in 
horseback immediately and that summer won the 
Hampton Classic in her age group. It didn’t surprise her. “I 
was a really competitive person my whole life,” said 

Waldman, who also competed in tennis tournaments even 
at that young age. 

Before long, she was playing tennis less and riding 
horses more. After 5th grade she transferred from the 
Dalton School to the Professional Children’s School, an 
independent Manhattan institution catering to child 
athletes, dancers, actors and musicians who need to 
combine their education with their career. 

She attended Hebrew school at the Upper East Side’s 
Temple Shaaray Tefilla, and celebrated her bat mitzvah in 
Israel, “at sundown at the foot of the Dead Sea,” Waldman 
recalled. She attended college at Duke University, earning a 
Bachelor’s Degree in Global Economies and 
Development. She was away most weekends competing, 
she said, so didn’t have much chance to be a part of 
Duke’s Hillel. 

Becoming an Israeli citizen in 2010 re-connected 
Waldman to Judaism, she said. “I got more into it 
culturally. All of my education from when I was younger 
came back and I realized how much a part of me Judaism 
is. I also got really into cooking and would host seders 
with my friends.” 

While her family life was “very Reform” and after her 
bat mitzvah she went to synagogue only on the High 
Holidays, “I built new memories as an adult.” 

In a typical year, Waldman spends a month or two in 
Israel, training at equestrian centers near Tel Aviv, Haifa 
and Caesarea, and a similar amount of time in the U.S., 
seeing family in New York and Florida. 

She moved to Putten in 2013, and she and Waldman 
married in 2019. She’s now 36, has two step-daughters, 
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who are 13 and 15, and doesn’t plan to have any biological 
children. 

What Waldman is planning is to keep riding – and 
riding in her inimitable style. 

So far she has competed in four European 
championships and two World Games, and has won six 
5th degree Grand Prix, the highest level possible. The 
most recent was the Palm Beach Masters in March 2020, 
which was the last to be held before the world shut down 
due to COVID-19. 

Creating her own style 
Unlike in other sports, elite riders can continue 

competing into their 60s, Waldman said. Which means that 
her best years may still lie ahead. Riding is also “the only 
Olympic discipline where men and women compete 
against each other,” she said. “It’s non-discriminatory. And 
as a woman, I do love kicking the men’s asses. It still feels 
really good.” 

Waldman’s unique style isn’t just about the feather 
extensions in her hair, which she makes herself, hand-
dying feathers from 10 different bird breeds, from guinea 
fowl to rooster and ostrich – which she tries to ensure are 
sustainably sourced. She gets them sewn in at a hairdresser, 
and changes them every three months. “I’m inspired by 
someone I saw on the street who looked amazing, by 
fashion, or the season or my mood,” she said. “I had neon 
ones inspired by a Valentino show,” said the equestrienne. 
She once sported flame-colored feathers and said it made 
her feel “like it was an internal phoenix.” 

In daily life the waist-length feather extensions “are 
super annoying,” she admits, but when she’s riding, she 
gathers them into a ponytail behind her riding helmet. 

She started changing her hair color as a young girl, and 
began adding feathers in her hair after she met her 
husband. “I was working my way up to the very top of the 
sport, and felt everybody looked the same and was bored 
with it. I wanted to do something that was more me,” said 
Waldman. “It’s a traditional sport, and to differentiate 
yourself was so shunned.” 

She doesn’t wear typical riding clothes, even in 
competition. Instead of jodhpurs, she wears yoga pants. “I 
refuse to wear any kind of pants with hardware,” she said. 
“It’s stupid to wear hard closures when we bend over on 
the horse.” Rather than a formal shirt, she wears a crop 
top underneath her jacket which, outside of the Olympics, 
can be any color. Waldman says she switches it up between 

the royal blue, bright teal and aubergine-colored blazers in 
her riding wardrobe. She designed a capsule collection of 
yoga-inspired riding clothes for an equestrian apparel 
brand, and more recently modeled on social media a 
beautiful purple suit with waist cut-outs, which she 
designed. 

Her fashion sense does not please everyone in the 
riding world. “Once I wore a white jacket and got a lot of 
sh*t for it. It was non-traditional and somehow offensive. 
I have gotten phone calls from the president of the 
international governing body telling me that people are 
saying I’m not elegant enough for the sport. They think 
that I’m ruining the sport of show jumping somehow,” 
Waldman shared. “They ask me to take the feathers out 
and I say no. I’m within the rules, so there’s nothing they 
can really say. People are insanely mean. Someone literally 
said that I’m offending my horse. You can’t imagine the 
dumb things people say just to be mean.” 

And while individuals say and write nasty things about 
what Waldman is wearing while she rides, “The Israeli 
equestrian federation and the Olympic committee have 
always been behind me. Flair helps get more eyeballs on 
this sport, so they’re all for it. They’re happy that a rider is 
not a sheep.” 

She is also one of five women on the Israel Olympic 
Committee’s Female Empowerment Within Sports 
Council, helping promote individuality and strength among 
women athletes. 

Being criticized for her appearance hurts, Waldman 
admits, “but it’s certainly not going to make me stop what 
I’m doing.” 

Waldman started a concept she calls “Own YouR 
IDEntity,” pointing out that the word RIDE is within it. 
“Anybody who wants to be a little different in our sport 
feels empowered to do it,” she said. “I started the idea to 
be playful, and then it took on a life of its own.” 

She hopes one day to start a foundation or kids 
summer camp based on the idea. 

Because Waldman knows just how powerful it is not 
only to clear a six-bar hurdle on the back of her horse 
Queensland, but also what it means to feel great about 
herself. “When I look in the mirror and think I look like 
hot sh*t, if I feel good about myself. It doesn’t matter 
what other people say.” 
Ms. Nussbaum Cohen is an award-winning journalist who covers 
philanthropy, religion, gender and other contemporary issues.  
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